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WEEKLY KENTUCKY N-1\AT
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

HE ACCEPTS THE CALL

chriatian of scholarly entailments and
is a pnlpit orator of much at ility.
He preacheN his first (Lennon
day morning.
IIEF.TINO

Suicide Friday Night at the
Asylum.

ceoses.

Dr. H. C.Siorrison closed Friday hight
the meeting which he had been hcilding
here for the pivit two weeks. He rtlturn-

DR. MORRISON LEAVES. ed Saturday to his

home in Louinville.
The meeting from many points of view
was very successful. Dr. Morrison is
Smog Stories it Interest to Beth Saints and an elotinent and entertaining speaker.
•
Sinners.
eitev.
The Rev. John P. Lowry,of Arkfinsas,
will commence a protracted meetaug at
the first part of next mCnth.
The Rev. Charlee Nourse, of this city, Fairview
He is now in Princeton. The Banner
son of Dr. W. L Nourse, pastor of the
says of the meeting he is holding there:
Ninth Street Presbyterian church, has ••The singe:sift is good and Bro. Loivry's
socepted a call to the paetorate of the talks are so forcible and logical that he
Southern Presbyterian church of Prince- can hold the audience for hours. As
it has not developed into a relive!.
ton, Ky. The congregation deserves yet
but he is doing a wonderful good nnd it
congratulations on having him as the
is to be hoped that he will shake old
leader and the town on securing him as Princeton from center to the other side.
Rev. Lowrwhas the hearty co-opetiation
a citizen.
Mr Nouree is an earnest, consecrated of all the resident ministers."

ess-)ssswissss)
DID

t .
i tied one end of a sheet to the iron grati lug over the ventilator and then after
tying the other end of the sheet around

1

his neck, had stepped down on the bed.
and, as the sheet was most too long to
hang him, had leaned back, in that way
tightning the knot around his neck until he had ehoked to death in that posi-

CHOKED TO DEATH.

Pembroke Agitating Local
Option Question

CLARDY'S LITTLE JOKE.

B Turner. of Frank in. Ky., Hanged Him•

sire to end his life was so strong that le
doubtless paid little attention to the

s?If in Hut Cell.

pain, as there were no signs of thore
having be n any struegle, any effort to
An attendant out at the et esternleen- release himself when theentenee agony
tucky Asylum for tee Insane was terri- began, as is frequently the case with
bly shocked Sat'day morning when at an pen sons a ho start cut to end their lives
early hour he opened the door of the and change their mind at the last moroom in which H B Turner, a young ment.
The body will be shipped to Franklin.
man from Franklin, Ky., was confined
--ems
bed,
the
on
Booming
him
and found
Will Build a Church.
stone dead.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, of this city, has sold
At some time during the latter partof
a large lot in Pembroke to the Methodist
the night the young man bad suteid,•d
congregation. A hands me brick church
will be erected at once.

SV-)SS6',ASS

Rapidly Recovering.
The New Ewa is glad lobe able to annouuce that Mr. vVilliam H. Jiaup,
who has been very s'ck several weeks at
his home near Fairview, is rapidly recovering.
WiLL Carry the Mail.
C. M. Wells has contracted with the
Government to carry the mail from this
city to Fairview. He has just completed a year's contract between Fairview
and Lay toneville.
Will Adjourn.
The Court of Appeals will aejourn on
the 23rd or etith for summer vacation,
and cases pending before the Court are
being arranged to that end. The addition of stenographer( has greatly facilitated the wtek of the Court.
Just•Moment.
—
Have you anything to sell? Do you
wish to buy anything? Do you want a
new situation? Are you in need of an
employe? If so a few lines in the NEW
ERA may bring about the desired result.
Try it and be convinced.
...IP-••111.--

THE ANNUAL MEETING
Of the State Teachers' Association.

SOME INFORMATION.

Christian County Educators are Manifesting
Much Intererest

There
Is a prospect n w fora
good crop of wheat hat will
Vou want an
a good price.
easy running mac me that
he equal
take it up clean.
of . .
CO

The PEERING
seen,. Runs
watch, and
as clean as a
.

0

Ball-bearing,
You know.
Illaerseeetterallsearilessweweswwwwe

All Christian county teachers are interested in the annual meeting of the
Kentucky State Teachers' Association
and many of them are making arrangements to attend. Several Hopkinsville
educators are on the program for papers
and addresses will be delwered by Miss
Katie McDaniel, Mr. Livingston McCaxtuey and Prof. Charles Dietrie h.
The association convenes in Bowling
Green Tuesday, June 22, and continues
in session three days. It itemises to be
the most interesting affair of the kind
ever held in the State. An elaborate
program has been prepared by the Committee and will be carried out to the letter. The citizens in Bowling Green are
making a great effort to make the
teachers' stay while in that city a pleasant one.
The rates on all railroads in the State
will be one-fare for round trip with retention privilege to allow a visit to
Mammoth Cave and Nashville.
Everyone who attends is urged to
have a quotation ready in the Prize Contest for the Intermit:omit Dictionary. It
is open to all, the only condition being
that the quotation must hive an educational value.
A handsome silk banner will be
awarded to the county whose delega•
tion shows the largest amount of railroad fare paid by those who enroll as
members of the K. T. A.
The headquarters of the association
will be in the Morehead House.
The Bowling Green Committee on
Entertainment has secured rates ats follows: Morehead House $1 roo per day.
Hotel Mansard at 35 per ;ley, Hotel
Kauseher $1 to pi r (ley, boarding in pri•
vete housee $1 is per thy,
Those, wieldeg to shi p et hotels 'Menet
*Minim the proprietor (erect in (order le
revere rooms to whew*,of the meeting
Those wishing to stop at private houses
should write to H. H. Cherry, Chair.
man of the Committee on Entertainment, Bowling Green.
The association will be held in Potter's Opera House. The address of welcome will be made by Hon. John M.
Wilkins, of Bowling Green. The response will be made by Prof. M. A Cassidy, of Lexiugton.

Raided.

A Ba Wreck.

HUNDREDS ARE GOING.

A number of farmers have recently
s their plant bed, havine'
complain4tif
been rai
nd their tobacco plants
curried elf, and several have found it Local People Interested in
necessary to have someone watch their
the Reunion.
beds at night-until they can get a
season for planting. One night recently
thieves carried off all the plants Mr.
Herbert Cox, of Graeey, had in two
beds.
THE "LAY OF THE LANE."

There was quits
three o'clock Su

Pungent Political

CAUGHT IN THE COURT.

in the Clrenit mutt and the lawyer laid
Mr (bores, Moans, of lids city, a
the fieldsmen before the Court of Appeals
bral.ctillto un the Ohio Valley road, met
which has reversed the decieiou of the
with aff exeeetlingly painful accident
lower court.
last week. While making a coupling
Mr. Crockett is justly proud of hi'.
on train No. 4 his hand was caught between the drawheads of the ears and victory.
hadly mashed. Teo fingers were cut
off. Mr. Means has been in the employ
of the road five years. Two years ago
one (of his toes was mashed elf in a
w re, k on the I. , St. U & T. railroad.

and the first bri

e, which is located

about a mile Sout

of this city.

While coming ap a grade at some

When

the enginleee

If It Is High Class Goods

FORBES 84 BRO

You are thinking of, link us with your thoughts and we will cons ince
you that the best is not too good, if prices are right. 'Remember that
we can show you anything you need in

)
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(k
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SADDLES

BLANKETS,

Collars, Back-bands, Haines, Chaines, Etc., and an elegant line of LAP
DUSTERS. We carry the LARGEST STOCK and gise the LOWEST
-1111 PRICES.

p.
" Big

`10"

Ztl

F. A. YOST & CO.,
207

5. nain St.,

Withdrawal From the Mayoralty Coolest,

road crossing he began to slow up, as
the regoletions r

ired him to do, nn-

SOME OTHER !TENS WORTH READING.

aware of the fact hat his train was in
two pieces, and al he did so, the second
piece of his train, which was running

;SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
!

along some distant' e behind, came up at

Washiegton,June 14-1.30 p. ne.-Poa terrible speed a id crashed into the
circles in this city are to-day belitical
first part. The cdllision occurred with
ing
from oenter to circumference
stirred
l
result six loaded
great force and aa
a
by
of
piece
information that accidentcars were thrown from the track and
in a great ly leaked out sooner than intended.
n
were piled one ti plou aother
heap. Cotton a d enerchandiee of all • The thing that created the stir is the
sorts were scattered for many yards fact that on next Wednesday, the day
around and much of it was ruined. The after tomorrow, there will be laid be.
plt tely demolished fore the Senate a treaty annexing the
six cars were
one of them being so badly broken up Hawaiian Islands to the United States
that it was burnt,* up after the goods and ceding to the Federal Government
had been removesi from the pile of de- as public lands all of the landed estates
The wreckig train was at once that.belonged to the Crown before the
sent for and arri4d in a short time and Government was turned into•Republic
tri i.

by dinner time yiterlay the wreck had by a handful of Republican adventurers
d the track put back who were sent there by thellarrison Adbeen cleaned up
ministration for the purpose of deposing
in good condition
A brakeman w1o was standing on the Queen Lil and taking possession of the
top of the train j mped off as the car he Islauds for the benefit of Spreckice and
was on turned ov r and he fell on a pile other sugar men of the United States.
adeide, bruising him. As the Republicans have about made tip

crofts tire on the

With that excep- their minds that they want more "nig.
i the train camped gains' it hi likely that the treaty will be
loathed, but as it requires two-thirds
without injury of any sort.
ewvote to ratify it, it Is not probable that
e
Dividend No. 211.
At the Pemba nual meeting of the It will be ratified, as the Democrats

self up consider* y.
tion everybody

Board of Direct° of the Crescent Mu. think we have enough "uiggers" alling CO the tope dividend of four per ready.
rent. el' I was d lared f out of the rut
—A -SURPRISE:earnings for the t x months ending May
!SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
31st, and pay-able July 1st.
Louisville, Ky., June 14, 2 p
F. K. OST, See'y & Tress.
The whole city of Louisville was surMr. Birch Wall er. of Newstead, was
prised a few moments ago when exin town Saturday
Mayer Charles D. Jacob announced his

withdrawal from the race for Mayor of
IN A LOO I fi-G GLASS. this
city. This leaves Mr. Charles P.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Louis-

Weaver, the ex-postmaster of

ville, without any opposition whatever.

Facts About Folks Mirrored

Mr. Jacob is regarded as a "stayer"
when he once enters a political fight
and

his

ated

a

withdrawal
surprise

to-day

cre-

that

ac-

on

count, although everybody had been
wondering for some time that he,

PEOPLE WE ALL KNOW

shrewd politician as he is, did not recognize the fact that he had no chance to
win the nomination of the Democratic
Gots p and Gabble Qoncerang Matters of a
party after having raised such a row
Loci Nature.
about the party s position in favor of
silver.

While Weaver believed in the

single gold standard he didn't talk much
about -44, and w lip the time came he,

to..r. nod moods,
Wom.11. and /rile ofthelr a apt,
And a few t.f e things of interest
.
That the) hot nos do and
Men. their ma

without a murmur, agreed to submit his
claims to the Democratic organization
as made up by Chairman Johnson,

Miss Rosa Stei iagen sang two solos
at the Episco al church Sunday.
They were greatay enjoyed. She hat.
one of the meetist and most highly
cultivated voices n SouthernKentucky
+ +;
A large number/ of Hopkineville peoplea
spent Sunday t Cerulean Springs.
+e+
Oak Lodge No.168, Knights Pythias,
of Guthrie, has elected new officers to
serve the new termn beginning July 1, as
follows: Chancellor Commander, W.
A. Marshall; \'i 'e Chancellor, Claude
Miming; Prelate, W. C. Fuqua; Masterat•Arms, V. D. Lake.
+++
The thirty-seco id annual State convention of the K tncky Sunday-school
Union will meet t Harrodsburg June
22, 23 and 24. A4 attractive and practical program has tleen arranged. Mr. P
P. Billion]. of Chicago, will have charge
of the music.

A HUNG JURY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW IRA]
Tompkinsville, Ky., June 14.-1 p. m.
-The trial of Nick Ray, who killed Attorney Albert Scott at this place some
months ago, was completed just before
noon to-day, and resulted in a hung
jury, some of the jurors being in favor
of giving 21 years, the extreme penalty
for manslaughter, while others favored
the death penalty, regarding the killing
as a murder, pure and simple. Ray's
only hope of saving his life hung upon
the evidence of one Miner Perry, who
swore that on the day of the killing Albert Scott told him that he would kill
Nick Ray before night and that he at
once communicated with Ray as to
Scott's threat. The jury evidently took
little stock in Perry's testimony.
AN EARTHQUAKE.

Mr. Maginui A. nodgrass, of Martinsburg, W. Va., will be married ou June
22 to Miss Sue B wne Stribling. daughter of Mrs. Corne us Stribling, formerly
of Hopkinsville.
-Mr. James 014s returned to Nashville this more g to spend another
week. He is att riding a course of lecture. being deli ered by an eminent
New York opth apologist and at the
end of this wee will be thoroughly
politest he to the p P and the proper sort
fi itti for every depot*
glasses tit
Bon of rye trout,
'ft
wo ittel is follows, liave
been received in de eity : You are respectfully invite to attend our Opening Ball to be giv u at the Barnes Hotel,
Soiree Springs, 'riday evening, June
1st'', 1897. Bear & Edwards, Managers. Music by S' Taylor's band.

[SPECIAL TO NEW

aim]

New York. June 14.-12:45 p. m.-A
press cablegram from London says that
the London Times has just receited a
saying that

dispatch from Calcutta

Northwest of there many villages had
been ss reeked, some totally destroyed,
and hundreds of families' killed by an
that occurred yesterday
It will be taiveral day" before
it will be known exactly how Imola

earthquake
evening.

lief* were lost.
First tatiteb •
The grand jury returned the follow.
lag indictments Monday morning:
Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. Ed
!fawned, malicious shooting.
Same vs. William Roach,col, unlawfully detaining a woman.
Same vs. William Davis, horse stealing.
Same vs. Henry Adams, voluntary
manslaugher.
Same vs. A. D. Jones. furnishing

in acreage as comlarge reducti
Col. ILall's railroad shoe-, which has
pared with last year or with average been in Southern and Western .Kenyears Only one xmuty, Breckiuridge, tacky several weeks, will exhibit in
reports a proliab u imierease over previ- this city during the filet week in Auous crops, while other counties report gust. The circus is said to be worth
as a general th og a big reduction in Only one ring is used.
acreage, sonic as luch as 50 per cent.
Crop condition

‘0 '11P
-1111
c%) `"111
-110

approached the

yard limits just biwond the flarksville

a

And we ar..! showing our appreciation by
the prices we are making.

HARNESS,

to the engineer,

as there were no alir brakes on the train. The People of Louisville Surprised by tacit's

Liquor to minors.
urnal prints reports
The Courier
Same vs. W. 31- Jones, same.
from a number • the tobacco-growing
The Wootton trial was postponed to
counties of lie • tacky relating to the the seventh day of next term.
status of the crop
Hall's Circus.
The reports in' cats' that there will be

-41qRVES OUR EFFORTS

By waiting until the rush conies on to
el have your machine out andi, set up.
Oil and Twine at bottotn prices.

SCHEME TO CET MORE

point between Caaliy and this city a pin

June,* and W, A. Radford, two of
Chrietian emeity'a poet atitilly and
oureetisful fanners, Wive pureliested one
of Fairbanks' 10-horeti power engine.,
which they propose to use in threshing
the present crop of wh at. It is said to
be a very flute' pieceof machinery, and a
saver of time, labor and, money
great
guilty
found
was
colored,
Eph Gant,
This engine can be operated twelve
Friday of rnalici me shooting and senFOf SALE.
hours at an expense of :dont ao eta, and
tenced to one year's hard labor in the
Six head of g4d leases and mules at
-exnensiVe Inbar
does away Win
for sale. Call and
penitentiary.
required to ow rate ttie old-fashion kind. C. H. Layne's et le
them.
see
Christian county femurs ale unsur- passed by any tillers of the soil on the
Largel Reduction.
face of the earth -Pembroke Review.

PUBLIC APPRECIATIONi--

Z!03 Don't Get Left

Not Enough "Niggers"
Suit The Republicans.

L. & N. railroad on the double curve
between the Cla ksville road crossing

broke and the train came in two. but

'Squire Brewer, of Fairview, writes: New Era Prints All Information That Veterans
The road Surwrvisor ofChristiameounty
May Desire.
Paragraphs.
is putting the road in first class condition, between this place and Pembroke
It is the best job of road working it
has been our plensure to see on any road
'rile vet-, are very Imlay now
The local option question is being agi- in either Todd or Christian counties.
Rending scores.4 good stir tales—
Superthe
tated ie Pembroke and unless there is a We are not seer earned with
N uss week with ••n-qiiiniseenee,..'
Their e"mriples they'll regale.
decided change in the sentiment of the visor, but we will say he is the right
man in the right place.
majority of the voters the 'ushers of the
All Christian county et Confederatee
little South Christian town will have to
Throws a Bouquet.
are displaying great interest in the big
either patrenize "blind tigers" or
——
reunion that will be held in Nashville
The Madisonville Hustler says of a
come to Hopkiesville when they are
on the 22nd, 2311 and 24th of this nyonth
many
Ube
"
county
Christian
afflicted-or blessed ith a"thirst."
friends of Miss Daisy Rice, who has and hundreds of other persons from the
The County Judge, having been duly been attending Western Kenttaeldy Nor- city and county will be in attendance.
petitioned by the required number of nual School, will be delighted to hear of
For the benefit of those who expect to
voters, has ordered an election to be her success. At the last county exam be present the following
important inheld ou the fifth day of August to see ivation she secured a first grade eertifi• formation, compifed from various circuvete in Chrietiun county. Last week
whether spirituous, vinous or malt
she took the city examination in Hop• lars and other sources, is furnished:
liquors shall be sold within the cerpor- kinsville and secured the stone grade.
TR ANSPORTATtON.
ate limits of the town.
Last year she secured a first grade in
Railroads East of the Mississit pi will
This election is one of the results of Hopkins county, so she is now the for- sell tickets, good for ten days, with an
the recent religions revival hell in Pem- tunate holder of three first-grade certifi- extension of ten days on application to
cates. We are glad to add that she albroke.
so has the reputation of being a first. the proper official, at a rate of one cent
ft e
a mile each way. Railroads West of the
grade teacher."
Dr. Clardy appreciates a good joke,
—••••••111..—
Mississippi will sell tickets at about the
and Lis eyes twinkled this morning
A Young Mother Dies.
same rate, under the same emelitione,
when he said he had just compl( ted arIna holy the railroad officials can give
Mrs. Ada Barnes Eastman, seventeen the exact rate.
ratigee.ente for the appointment of a
years of age, died ai one o'clock Friday
Every passenger train into Nashville
Democratic postinast a at Kennedy,
morning at her home on High street, in will come into the Uniou Station.
Christian county, says a Washington this city.
which is within a few blocky of the
dispateh to the Louisville Tine s. There
Mrs. &tertian b ranie n mother about lousiness heart of time atty.
is not a white Reliable-tan in the place a month age, and lint been very 111
On arriving at the station at what•
lb r death last !edgy ever hour, the veterans will be met by
and the doctor has persuaded netlike to ever since.
Was dile to blood poison. She wits a members of the TePeldann committee anti
indorse Thomas D. Watts, a Democrat,
granddaughter of Mrs. Hitho, who was furnished with a badge free of cost
for the place, thus giving the go-by to for a good ninny years the metro!' at
These Midget; will secure the wearer
the colered Republicans who would like Bethel Female College in this city, and every eourtesy, but only those wearing
to have the °Pim. The post-office people she was the wife ofMr. — Eastman. "delegate" badgee.aell be admitted to
have promised to appoint Watts under who conducts the Phelps farm, just be- the floor of the Taberitacle, where the
yond the city limits.
convention will be held.
the circumstances,
The funeral took place at two o'cloek
BOARD AND toreiree.
that afternoon, and was conducted by
Arrangements have been made to care
A freend hands in the following paroRev. C. H. Nash, of the Baptist church. for every Confederate soldier who -goes
dy on -My Country,'Tis of Thee"which
The interrment toe k place in the family to Nashville, and the 'peorle want every
he says was written and is being hourly
burying ground near Mt. Zoar church. man e no wore the gray to be present.
sung 1-y Major Crumbaugh :
Every man who can is ; xpected to pay
-My offi-e, 'tis of theehis way, as be will naturally wish to do
Soft place reserved for me,
re and there will be no extortion.
Of thee I sing!
Meals ran be secured at prices ranging
Place that I long to get,
from 20 cents up, and sleeping accomWorked for in cold and wetmodations at the same prices.
Place that I'll have, you bet
Those who can nOt meet their exJleman Sent to the
C
Robert
Of thee I sing.
penses will be cared for hospitably and
"Pen."
well fed and lodged. Arrangements
"I love thy downy bedhave been made for feeding them at the
Soft chair and tape so rt d,
Haymarket, which is just two blocks
You bet I do!
from the Tabernacle where the convenI love thy full control,
CANT CETS ONE YEAR. tion will be held. The large tables will
I love thy big pay role,
accommodate 1,500alat a sitting, and
I'm after you
ttt
meals will be served all during the day
absolutely free of cost to those who are
The candidates for State offices are
heggingeto be announced. Among those No Indictments Yet Return ed - A Decision not otherwise provided for.
Application to the Cuurnittee on
Reversed.
who will enter the race for Democratic
Homes will secure lodging for those
nominations is popular Hop. H. Hole.
who can not pay for it.
man, of Madisonville, for Auditor.
weeper aRrEaS.
++t
The
of the executive
headquarters
Commonthe
The jury in the case of
A reinvention of the Bimetallic clubs
committee in charge of the reunion arcolored,
Coleman,
of the Ohio valley will be held at Pike's wealth vs. Robert
rangemente is just two blocks from the
opera house, Cincinnati, on Jane 22 and charged with willful murder, returned Union depot on Spruoe street, and lees
23. The program annOtInCeS Hon. John a verdict of guilty and fixed the defend- than a bloek South oe the same street is
G. Shanklin, of Indiana ; Gen. A. J. ant's punishment at confinement for Fogg school building, where the divison
Warner, of Ohio; Hon. H. F. Bartine,
located, each State
eleven years and ten months in the headquarters will be
of Nevade, Hon. Charles A. Town e, of
having a room.
Minnesota, and others as speakers; so State prison.
Horses and carriages for the parade
thetaiportant subject will be well-covThis was the third trial Coleman can be arranged for be writing to Capt.
ered.
had had. The first was a mistrial and M. S. Cockrill, who has the matter in
+++
the second resulted in a life sentence. charge.
The Boltocrats will hold their convenTIIE CONVENTION.
introduced proof to show
tion at Lenisville on the 14th of July for His lawyer\
The convention will be held in the
Coleman
to
benefit
of
ence
the purpose of making a nominatioli for that new ev
Gospel Tabernacle, an North Summer
Clerk of the Court of Appeals. County had been discovered, and he was grant- street. The building 'will accomodate
conventions will be held on the Satur- ed a new trial.
7,000 people, the floor being reserved for
day previous. It is generally underdelegates and the galleries for visitors.
was
negro
the
which
with
The crime,
stood that SenatorElliston will be made
sfREET CARS.
near
farm
a
on
connuitted
charged, was
the nominee of the party.
The street cars of Nashville permeate
At a colored -festival" and the whole city, and no portion of it is
+5+
Rich.
H. G. Petree. Jr , ilAS been appointed dance, Edward Leg, colored, was shot more than a few blocks from the cars.
post-master at Fairview. The appoint- and almost instantly killed. A number They run to the Exposition gate at a
general
,
ment wet give
. satisfaction.
,
of negroes were accueed of doing the charge of 5 cents. - Admission to the
Exposition, which adMits to every buildDeath or en Cctogenarlan.
shooting and were put in jail. At the
ing on the grounds with the exeeption
examinieg trialiall were released except of those of Vanity Fair, is 50 cents.
Mrs. Graeie lewkleart, wife of Jenne.
- • --me
D. L,(Wharf, one of the pioneer settlers Coleman.
Dawson. Ky., April 30, 1b97.-I have
of Ceristian comity, died last Friday of
Walkur Mason, of this county, who been troubled with hemorrhage of the
hemorrhage of the bowels at her home
bowels for a number Of yeans,and I tried
was in theEddyville branch penitentiary,
near Croftou.
many different kinds:of medicines and
She was eighty years old.
has been given his freedom. Ile was prescriptions with ncebeneficial result. I
.
released from custody Saturday.
was then persuaded so try Hood's Sar
Has Returned.
Mason was sent up for one year by a saparilla and Heed's Pills, and I have
Mr. J. E. Gossett, who moved from jury that found him guilty of house- new taken several bottles. I have rethis I minty to Birmingham, Ala., about
cello d so much benefit that I believe anbreaking. He Was charged with felona year ago, has returned with his famiother book* will comPletely restore my
ly and will go into the mercantile busi- lonely entering a cellar on the 'lamed health.--J. A. Sheever.
ness at Julian, Its partnership with his farni and stealing a jug of wine.
brother in-law,(lilt S R. White. Mr.
Hood's Pills are the favorite family
Hie attorney, Mr. A. P. Crockett, en(ewe tt went East hot week to pour hese
title, gentle, mild.
tered a motion for a new trial on ehe cathartic. Easy to
stook u,f week,
Ile ctn.
atrountle that there was a flaw in the he
fro.• ••••••••••••••
-saw,•essee
Lest TV/41'111110M
V le tu• Natearattams.
daemon*, The motion was everruilrel
Crumbaugh as a So'oist
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EARTHQUAKE.
work. The proprietors have so much ()every." It builds op solid health fleshy NEW SPONGER MED. CO.,(Antigens, Tres.
faith in its curative powers, that they and viriorons strength.
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LADIES' SPECIAL TREATMENT: In
offer one hundred dollars for any case
Dr. Piercer's Common Sense Medical
requiring special treatment, adJane 17.-1 :15 p.m --Quite
Louisville,
that It fails to cure. Send for het of Adviser, a 100t1 page medical work. cas..-•
dress, giving symptoms, Ll..' Medical
Ragsdale, Cooper dr Co'.. Block.
testimonials.
profusely illustrated, will be sent free
Advice and book on Female
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g7n7ry Medical Associstiou, Buffalo,
various parts of Kentucky.
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R.0.
jaaari Family Pills are the best.
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E STRAW HATS.
Now is the time to purchase your straw hats for the
FE
Spring and Sumner.
E OUR ICICLE BRAND
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straw hats is beyond question the best on the
market. We are showing the largest line,the greatest variety of these goods to be found in the city.
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can be had free. If interested, it
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color cards, also twelve pictures
of houses painted in different
shades or combinations of colors,
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Telephone 13

WriteTorfrices!

We have one of the poitithes for any kind of metal
'
ever made.

For chains of our own
manufacture can not be
beat. It does not dry on
the chain and become hard
but emains moist for several months, making it a
completely noislees chain.
We also have it nice lino
of the very finest Bicycle

Oraphite

In SonthwesteruKentucky
We use nothing but the
beat materials in repairing
and guarantee all work.

Repair-Shop-

Is another new feature we
have added to our shop,
making it the most corn.
complete

Nickeling

shops and can braze broken
forks, frames, °et.

IMI

E. K. MOSS 84co.

call on
When in need of bicycle work of any kind le, Ky.
Hopkinsvil
St:
Gt11,
PI,
No.
or.address

This is a new feature we
have just added to our

Brazing

Repairing
Done on short notice and
workmen
skillful
by
MAIL ORDERS will receive prompt aetention

Just received of the finest
make.

A Nice Line
of Sweaters

Such as lamps. ryclometere, bells, pedods, cranks.
moles, cups, balle,toe
handle bars, bags. etc.

Sundries

-11.11•0. -cazzy_a_In11_1ine
of wheels.

ColumbiaA ;Hartford
Bicycles.

Of world-wide reputation
are the kinks we handle.
Such as the

Wheels

Your pencil and figure with us on
a first-class wheel before purchasing, as we can save you money.

11 S. Main St.

Female College.

New England Conservatory of music,
Clocutiou and Illy sieril Culture by tt
graduate of Emerson College ot
Oratory. Boston.
The health record is unsurpaseetl,
close personal attention is given
each pupil
Standard is high; honors are
awarded according to merit. No
degrees conferred in course or as

Physical Culture.
The faculty is composed of three
men and eight ladies-experienced,
trained and efficient. "Vocal and in- ,
strumental music by graduates of '

This Institution, a select home
school for girls, is beautifully situated in the South-western part of
Elopkinsville, Ky. Hopkiusville is a
pretty little city, clean, well lighted,
well paved, well governed, healtful,
accessible; the social atmosphere is
inviorating and refined; the climate I
mild and pleasant The college con
sists of eight academie departments.
with Music, Art, Elocution arid

Bethel

- ---!--------w-husa.nt-$.1-al...
1.25Trimmed Sailors, sold else
where at $1.75.
1.50Trinimed Sailors, sold elsewhere at $2 25.

•

times reat estate has not moved
very much for the past few months,
hut several good sales will be closed
as soon as the wheat crop is bar_.

Owing to the stringency of the

The Real Estate liarket.
- --- -

t ing;t l ity .
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35 cents

our 25 cents

of which is Hopkinsville, K,, just a
little more than seventy miles from

Ohio
Central sy atem ,willacq,uire
..the
_
Valley railroad, the present terminus

uningdon was not averse to die.
°sing of his entire interest in the
South.
At that time John Young Brown
was Governor of Kentucky. Gov.
Brown took the bridle in his teeth
and refused to allow the transfer,
proceeding with an injunction in his
own name. The case went up to
the United States Court and the
Governor's position was sustained.
If this transfer is made it precludes the possibility of the Louisville & Nashville acquiring the properryTas 111Wit116-ptegttetirthat-wsraterrr
from Evansville to Hopkinsville and
can not leave the State of Kentucky
without paralleling the Louisville &
Nashville to to the State line of Ten-

AdThis offer lasts until August 1st. Subscribe now.
dress
NEW ERA CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

$1.60

year
The best Democratic papers in Kentucky,for one
to any address for

The Louisville Weekly Dispatch
AND THE
Weekly Kentucky New Era,

A GOOD THING i

Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.

,„, ,e,o„..„..,'CO.

all colors. green, oxblood,
•
all width lasts, all sizes ;
Handle
('hocolates, blacks.
Warrant every pair.
price.
any
at
can tit any foot
-------
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Matting;
onalitv.

25c for

16c

tsiig; our 12 Iv cents
5c fAoIrs..)511eTaetia'tp
610
quality.
Matting; our 15 cents
12:c forquality.
15c for Matting; our 22 cents

Br ussels ; worth
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all-wool Ingrain
Carpets.
35c Strictly all-wool tilling Ingrain carpets.
Splendid for price, Tap
40c Brussels.
for price. Tap
60c Splendid
Brussels; worth 70 eta.
Splend'd for price, Tap
tiOC Firti•eelot; worth 75 ('te.

40c Strictly

them at low :

Oil Cloths, Linoleums. At no time in the next four
years at least, will you buy them near so cheap as you
can from us during the next few days. Read the following priees. Stop and think if you ever bought

Carpets, Mailings,Rugs,

We are still offering extraordinary bargains in

45eTrinimpil Sailors,

vrttertestrircente-.-sold elsewhere at 7:1 cents.
75eTviumed Suitors, sold elsewhere at $1.

A swooping reduction in prices! Elegant- line
Trimmed Hats and Bonnets, Flowers, Feathers, Ribbons, etc. You,can't buy as cheap elsewhere. Read
the prices of Sailors we quote below:
1 00Triinmed Sailors, sold else2Act Trimmed Sailors, sold else-[

MILLINERY.

$1 Waists tor 75c. - 75c Waists for 50c
50c Waists for 38c.

Wc Offer All Our Ladies' Shirt Waists
at Manufacturers's Cost.

Rich Harvest of Bargains

.4v

nessee
The expense of building seventyfive additional miles would not be
considered if the investment was at
Without this exall advantageous.
tension to Nashville the value of the
Chesapeake, Ohio & Southwestern,
its recent purchase, is materially reThe operation of this road
duced.
entrance into
made whcn the Louisville & Nash- will not give any better
Prospects of the New Road viite attempted to gain control of Southern fields, ma the branch
South no better
Please the People.
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since its completion it has been a
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paying road, says the Nashville Sun,
' should always be atAn "agitator.
Several years ago its financial affairs
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hands of a receiver. As a result of
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least, and is still in favor with grow- business since "Hector was a pup,"
success and with satisers. The best time to use is during and their splendid success is due to operated with
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upright
of Kentucky, which the Su
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from
the ground about tobacco fields, af- sure. Their rooms are nicely fur- preme Court of the United States
nished, and their assistants are bar- Court has held valid, prohibits the
ter introducing by means of a quill a
bers of long experience. Give them
same corporation owning and operalittle of the following mixture: Ws. aca
call
wl
olrc end you will mover go elseting two parallel lines, or more
ter, one pint; molasses or Loney, oneproperly a rival corporation acquirfourth pint; cobalt, one ounce.
WILL BE A HOOD THINU. ing a parallel line ef railroad. A
test of this constitutional clause was

gallons of water is enough if applit d
at the proper time, namely, Wbefl the
worms are young. I should not use
more than one pound in 120 gallons

Guitar, Mandolin, Voice Culture,
Elocution, Art, Harmony, Theory,
History of Music, Chorus
Regular Academic and BusinHess
Courses
. tea:'
begrees M. A. B8.-"ecinierr
It is the purpose of this school to
en", r to young ladies an education as
complete and thorough in the branches pursued as that offered to
Noting men by the leading institutions
Bethel Female College is a refined
Christian home school.

ceptionally mild fall and winter
weather experienced here. some go
into the ground to pass the winter
To the grower the important facts
in the life history of the insect are
the appearance of the brood in catty
July and of another in early August honorary distinctions.
cosci.ustoss WITH Lb:FERN:ICE TO IC/BAC
Under the present administration
CO WORM INJURY
the methods have been changed,
to
spray
to
necessary
not
is
1.-It
the standard raised and the work
bacco more than three times, provid- made more thorough.
ed the times of making the applicaCommodious brick building, rooms
tion are well chosenlarge and airy, Campus beautiful,
2.-Juding by experience the prop tennis courts anti Croquet grounds.
er time to apply paris green is eaily Building lighted throughout by elec
in July and again in ear:y August, tricity. Hot and cold water on
but extended experience will proba- every floor, carpets on all floors.
bly show the broods to vary some- First-class pianos, good organ, diwhat in times of appearance with the ning room well furnished, elegant
season. The thing to do, consequent fare.
ly is to watch the plants and apply
Good library, reading room sup
the poison as soon as the young plied with leading Magazines and
worms begin to appear. A third ap- 'eriodicals.
plication may be safely made about
Courses in Piano, Organ, Violin,

Those observed during the first
half of July probably represent a
second brood, the first one developing in tomato or some other plant.
The third brood would, therefore, be
the one which appears during early
August and does most of the injury
to tobacco. The young worms which
were noted by me last, fall on the refuse tobacco left after cutting Cr'
probably from occasional attune of
the third brood, which during long
mild autumns come out in fall in
stead of spring. (I took, September
18. 1890, a moth just from the
ground, and with the wing not yt t
expanded 1 Such young are liable at
any time to be destroyed by frost.
and I think ordinsrily do not become
adult; eta it is not altogether he
probable that during some of the ex

1895.

Leads in Price and the middle of August.
Quality and car- 3 -Use weak mixtures, even if
ries the most com- you are forced to slimly four times.
plete line in town. One pound of paris green into 160

McKee, • The Groom

A nice stock of Wines
and Old Whisky for
Family Use

Daily Capacity,
300 Bbs.

Ky"

Perfection:Patent Flour
Orient Ex Fancy Flour
Flour
Sultan Family
Pearl Meal.

MANUFACTURERS:OF

CRESCENT MILLING CO

1876

9th St.

Tailor
CLARK,HopkinThe
sville, Ky.

leave our , workroom that
clothisn't perfect in every detail. To have a suit of our
ing is to be correct in style and taste.

•
•

-

Since

Washington's time,
but the change is an improvement in favor of to-

0-4-•

day. Especially if you wear
,uch a perfect fitting, exqui,itely finished and up-to-date
style of clothing as we turn
Iout. We allow nothing to

044

Fashions Have Changed

vested. We have sold some city
lots at reasonable prices lately and
have some elegant lots to sell left,
NIA Life History and Conclusions which can be bought now cheaper
We
than at any tune in the future
Reached Regarding the Innow
buy
to
friends
our
would advise
jury Accomplished.
There is a
before the rise comes.
farms to rent and
for
demand
good
The following interesting matter
those to be rented are already disin regard to the tobacco worm is
posed of with a few exceptiob. We
from a report of the State College of
have on hand still two other fine
Keutucky:
places and can rent them to good
BIS LIFE ILISTolty.
•u at. satisfactory prices and terms.
A knowledge of the life history of
Real estate loans are also slow and
this insect, end particularly of the
it of them are tht on :h trust
mo
the number of broods of svot in which
insurance companies, as individand
appear each season, is a good deal of
We
have no spare money.
uals
importance in spraying. After gathinetitularge
etiv.erel
represent
ering up all my notes from 1889 to
tions and can loan from $1 000
189, inclusive, I find tLat there is
to $20,000 on good property. We
some evidence of three annual
h eve made several good loans lately.
broods, instead of two, as has been
All money lenders are very particuthought to be the number through
lar in wanting an abstract of title
Soulth_
tend- pureriasere ot Dina otsuld-have
On June 8,1895, adult moths were
the seller furnish a complete abcaptured by we at Lexington. These
stract, so that in case a loan should
probably represented the adults from
ever be wanted it could be obtained;
worms which went into the ground
also to be certain that the title is
and changed to pupa, in the fall of
good and to protect from having
On July 3d a nearly grown
1894.
future litigation: Remember the old
worm was taken from a tomato plant
saying, "a stitchin time saves nine,'
in my garden, and on July 9 it haul
and have your titles examined.
changed to a pufat in the ground
Christian County Abstract Co.
Young worms recently hatched
H. W. BREATHITT
have been observed on tobacco July
T. EDMUNDS,
JOHN
and
3, 1894; July 9, 1894; July 11, 1884;
Managers
August 9, 1894, and September 9.

THE TOBACCO %OttI.

9

R. E. COOPER.

PROPRIETORS

GAITHER & WEST,

NAT GAITHER.

-NO COMMISSION. -

0

t'd

JAS. WEST.

Our Charges For Selling Tobacco $2.50

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Tobacco Warehouse

-: Main Street :-

Ragstials, Cooper-WA-

- SHIP YOUR TOBACCO TO

W.E. R.A.G8DALE

I. F. CAMPBELL,
Book-Keeper.
GUS K. STEVENS,
Floor Manager.
W. S. GOODWIN,
Gen'L Agent.
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SALESMAN.

Sales by Gaither & West of 250
hhds. June 8, 9, 10 as follows:
45 hlide good to ffne leaf, $14 75,
13 60, 13 50, 13 00, 12 75, 12 75,
12 60, 12 60, 12 25, 12 00, 12 00,
11 76, 11 75, 11 50, 11 25, 11 50,
11 00, 10 75, 10 60, 10 25, 10 25,
10 00, 9 90, 9 96, 9 80, 9 75, 9 70,
9 65, 9 65, 9 60, 9 40, 9 30, 9 25,
9 00, 8 75, 8 75, 8 65, 8 75. 8 50,
8 66, 8 70, 8 9U, 8 80, 8 70, 9 00
75 hhds medium leaf, 6 0 0 to
8 50.
85 Wide. common and low leaf,

Gaither & West's Sales.

10 50, 10 00, 9 50, 9 60, 9 60, 9 50,
900, 9 00, 9 00, 9 00, 9 50. 950,
950,950,895 to 5 25.
27 hhds low leaf from 5 00 to
60.
16 fluids, lugs from 4 80 to 1 60
Our market was decidedly better
on all grades of tobacco All chartoter of leaf was active and lugs regained the small decline that they
had suffered for the last two weeks.
ABERNATHY & CO.

Sales by Abernathy & Co. June
10, '97 of 150 Weis. tobacco as follows:
30 hhtle. good to fine leaf, $14 00.
1325, 1300, 11 50, 11 50, 1050,
50
00
00
, 110
,
00
0
, 110
5,
20
5: 11o
50
05
0,, 10 0
10 2
0:
50

Abernathy & Co.'s Sales.

Stooks of leaf tobacco in the markets
of the United States on June 1st, 1897,
were, Cincinnati, 8,620 hhds : Louisville, 16,377; St. Louis, 3,992; Clarksville, 14,879; Honkinsville, 7,319; Paducah, 4,876; May field, 2.831; Nashville.
850; making the total stock of leaf 111

Stock, actually for Pale June 1st were
reported as follows: Clarksville, 12,
508 ; Hopkinsville, 1,479; Paducah, 2,800, Mayfield, 1,400; Nashville, 377;
New York, 1,000; Baltimore, 9,750.

game size.

Salem Icy Hanbery and Shryer of 81
hhils. as follows
6 hhds good leaf, $11 50, 11 25, 11 00,
10 00, 9 75,9 50, 9 00.
15 hhds. medium leaf, lb 00, 800,
8 6.5, 8 75, 8 50, 8 50,8 50, 8 25,810, 8 10
800, 7 95, 7 75, 7 60, 7 50, 7 00.
24 hhds. common leaf, $6 80, 6 75.6 75
6 65, 6 50,6 50, 6 CO, 6 25,6 20, 6 20,6 00
6 00, 5 80, 5 75, 5 70, 5 70, 5 50. 5 50,5 25,
5 10, Ti 10, 500, 5 00, 5 00.
20 hhds. good lugs from $4 00 to 2 50.
The Western Tobacco Journal of Cin•
15 hhds. common lugs from V2 50 to
ciuuati, says that in the markets of o 'in1 50.
cinnati, Louisville, St. Louie, Hopkinsville. Clarksville, Paducah, Mayfield
Sales.
Whet ler, hills &Co.'s
ittast-.N.aahrilla thassiaaipta
Sale of 45 hhds. tobacco by Wheeler, creased 2,911 hhds. and deliverns fell
Mills & Co., June 8 and 9 1897.
off 3,075 Mids. as compared with April.
26 hbds leaf, $7 50 to 5 00.
while stocks were increased 4,730 hhds
19 hhds, legs, $3 60 to 1 50.
As compared with the same time hot
year receipts and stocks were both considerably larger and stocks about the

Hanbery & Shryees Sales,

750,
10 hhds. good leaf, from $5 00 to 1100.
15 hhds. common lugs, from $1 00 to
175.
15 hhds, medium lugs, from $1 85 to
3 00.
10 hhds, good 1u.s, from $3 25 to
4 lie,
Market very strong and active on all
i notbeen
brought
sdhearder
goae
bacco
but such
11o
ealIl •value,dehsa
. uti:
ed was not in demand.

TOBACCO SALES.

;•.

Hopkinsvilic. - K

MAIN STREET,

W.T. TANDY, Cashier

E. B. LONG,- President

Capital, - r.‘7J0.000
Surplus. - $70.000

Honkinsville, - Ky.

1.1.4.IN STREET,

$275,000

CAPITAL and SURPLUS,

Cashier.

J. E. McPHERSON,

H. C. GANT, - President

Hopkinside!

BANK OF

the Western markets of the United
M. 1). Bosh's' Report.
15 90 to 360.
Stator, 59,184. The stocks in the seaIn regard to tLe Hopkinsville tobacco i 45 hhds. lugs, 2 00 to 4 25.
market, the quality of offoringe
Prices this week were very satis- board markets were, New York, 11,104e;
and the prices for the week ending factory to sellers and we had but Baltinuore. 18,470;
Richmond, Vi ,
Thursday, June 10th., Broker fn. I).
ilese_zej-elionee the. market-tilio
seittoase,
.4•4414,-..eleieh-seriertales, OribTaTifj, as ire TolrolVing
strength from start to fit is"), and to 59,184 in the Western markets makes
to say :
"The market this week opened firm, think the snap which has taken bold thd total stock in the United States on
as last week's (domed As sale progressed of the market will continue.
June 1st. 1897, amount to 108,107 hogsthere was a stronger feeling and a conheads.
Yours truly,
tinued advance on quite all grades of
GAITHER & WEST.
leaf, especially on medium grades to
From January let, 1897, to Tune 1st,
the close. Why lugs were fairly steady
1897, the receipts in the curious markets
they showed some weakingm at times
Nelson & Nelson's Sales
were. Cincinnati, 21,395; Louisville, 54,and a bid or two lower. 1 he planting
Sales by Nelson & Nelson of 90 323; St. Louis, 3,710 ;
Clarksville, 18,700:
season is on and only light rains to
transplant which planters report very hhds tobacco June 8. 9 as follows: Hopkinsville. 10,035 ; Paducah, 4,759;
20 hhds. good to flue leaf, $13 to Mayfield, 3,175;
poor stand, with cutworms doing conNashville, 477; making
siderable damage in many localities. to 9 00
a total of 121,014 hhds., which is larger
But there seems to be a disposition, if
30 hlels. medium leaf, 8 75 to by
about 12,000 hhds. than were the reseasonable weather, to plant more than 6 00.
ceipts for corresrxnaling period of 1,ol,
was intended sixty days ago. This is a
25 hhds common leaf, 5 90 to
i but a little smaller th3/I the receipts for
bad idea in my opinion. Planters have
fully demonstrated that quantity dots 4 00.
corresponding period of 189-p, 1894 and
15 hhtle lugs, '2 00 to 4 25
not pay, flog' why not try quality and
1893-nearly a thousand smaller than in
Our market continues active OD
see the results.
1895 and nearly five thousand smaller
LOIN.
all grades, useful tobaccos being
than in 1s94 and 1893, which two years
Common
I 004(2 00
.... 2
Mediuta
00(a8 00 eagerly sought after at good prices, were
almost the same.
Good
3 00014 00 we think this the strongest market
LEAP.
we have had on the coruinonsr
Ship your tobacco to tither of the
common
4 00e,0 50
7
(g) grades and report them from el to 1
Medium
following
seven warehouse firms and
It owe 12 00 coat higher.
Good
Yours truly,
12 00(e 15 oo
it will have their itrompt attentioa
NELSON & NELSON.
FIREMEN LEAF.
and they will do their utmost to
5
to
00
700
Common
Good
7 50 to 10(5)
please you, assuring you that HopFine
10 00 to 12 60 Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.'s Sales.
kineville is the best dark tobacco
Yours Trnly,
Sales by Ragsdale, Cooper & Co,
M. D.Bost,ite,
Main street tobacco warehouse of market in the world:
Leaf Tobacco Broker.
300 hhds. tobacco June 8, 9 10th,'97
Wheeler, Mills & Co.
as follows:
Nelson & Nelson.
H. F. Smitnson's Report.
27 Wide good to fine leaf, $13 50,
Han bery & Shryer.
The following report of D.
Smith„13 00, 12 75, 12 75, 12 50, 12 (10,
1.0u, one of the inspectors of the ,ocui
Wooldridge & Chappell.
market shows the transaction for the 11 la, 11 25, 11 00, 10 50, 1050,
Abernathy & Co.
00,
10
25,
50,
10
50,
10
00,
10
10
week ending Thursday, June 10th, the
receipts, sales, etc , etc. :
10 00, 10 00, 10 00, 9 75, 9 50, 9 50,
Gaitigx & \\*tat.
Receipt...1 for week
... 640 Echtls 9 30:116, 9 25, 9 00,-9-007
Ragsdale, Coper & Co.
11,020
Receipte for year
148 hlide. medium leaf from 6 00
Sales for week
727
Sale days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
Sales for year
8,354
to 8 90
and Thursday s.
86 hhds. common leaf from 4 00
to
9 hhds. common, medium and
36M.
good lugs from 2 00 to 4 00
Market active at unchanged prices.
ISOoldridge &Chappell's Sales,
Sales at the Farmers' Warehouse, Demand strong. The condition of
Wooldridge& (*happell proprietors, for the offerings generally good. But
the week ending otiTnunday,June 10th, the quality was rather indifferent,
1897, of 85 hhds. were as follows:
rejections ligbt, showing that prices
20 hhds. common leaf, from $3 60 to
paid were satisfactory.
5 00.
R C & Co.
15 hhds. medium leaf, from $5 00 to

4.1111111111111h,

H. H. ABERNATHY,

CENTRAL I WAREHOUSF
Hopkinsville,Ky.

Tobacco Commission Morchnts

ABERNATHY 8, CO.

-: NO COMMISSION.

Sdliu Toll= $224

AND NEW ENTERPRISE.
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flopkipsville Tobacco News
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The Weekly New Era.
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all Business Entrusted

Hopkinsville, K

Proprietors.

Props.

instructed.

WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,

W. ti. FAXON.

The
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Liberal Advance on Consignments.
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All Tobacco Sent us Covered by Insurance.

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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----trouble was due to some critical
tTVsikIIAPYsii\SS\f/aersikfd
was his honesty impugned but made i whole
which Mr. Major Stood good.
for
no deniel of the charges. At the con-'errors
he did not have charge of the
elusion of his speech a motion was wade He said
that it was his dusy to look
and
!office,
to expel the warehouse from exchange.
samples
the
after
to
allowed
be
Olathe
Mr Major requested
re•iign. feeling that if he did resign he
Leaf
Louisville
Taken by the
Kentucky Crop Report.
e mild have an opportunity to again Lak moexchange.
the
of
member
a
Exchange.
conic
Tobacco
tion was then made to allow him to reFor the June report replies were resign, which was done.
warehouse
ceived from 164 correspondents. repn Mr. Major was seen at his
he
that
said
tenting 112 counties, leaving only the
He
afternoon.
FRAUDS PRACTICED yesterday
were
charges
counties of Adair, Edmonson, Larne,
was surprised when the
is
and Woode.‘1•
brought at the meeting. He knew that McLean, Oldham, Simpson
fle
report.
to
efi•-ediel
failine
had
ford
some warehouse company
WHEAT.
in some way and that action was to be
Yeson
Was
Which
War.:hJuse.
By the Major
taken against it,but he had no idea that
The condition of the wheat crop June
terday Retired From Business.
it was his. When the facts were pre- 1st averages 93, which is a lass of two
sented to the meeting, however, and points during the mouth of May. June
when these facts seemed to be backed lst, 11496, the condition was el.
up by proof there was nothing left for crop continues to show the best conoi•
THE FIRM WAS ALLOWED TO RESIGN. him to do but to resign or be expelled. tion in the central portion of the State,
He knew that if he was expelled he where 12 counties report au average
would be unable to again get back into above 100. Quite a number of counties,
the exchange, so he asked to be allowed both in the central and Western secLouisville, Ky.. June 12.—As the re- to resign. He could not deal on the ex- tions report chinch bug and Hessian fly
he
gait of the investigations into the sharp change as the Major Company, but
present, hut the damage done by them
company
another
organizq
to
expected
memthe
of
slight, with the exception of the
one
by
appears
in
practices indulged
and thus get back into the exchange. counties of Henderson, Livingston.
ExTobacco
Leaf
Louisville
bers of the
Ile said that he knew nothing about the Warren and Crittenden. Some rust is
change yesterday, the proprietors of the office transactions as he attended to the
reported on blades and apprehension is
Major TobaccoWarehouse were allowed traveling for the concern.
felt on this account, particularly in CenWhile Mr. Major was sanguine that tral Kentucky, where the crop is quite
to resign their membership in the Exin business here the rank.
change. The practices of which the firm he won't' continue
say unhesitatingly
warehousemen
other
CORN.
was guilty are punishable with expulHopkinsville, Ky.
that he will not be allowed to do so. The
of the corn crop on
condition
The
sion, but it was allowed to resign.
inveetigations made out a very black Julie 1st averages fel. On "this date of
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
HOME
SELECT
The firm's shortcomings were discov- case against the firm. Out of one lot of
the condition was 93. The crop
1496
the
of
Shackleton,
Mr.
ered by Secretary
Next Session Begins Sept.1,1897.
ten hogsheads sold by the firm for
continues in a very backward state
Tobacco Exchange, during the early Harrison, of Indialia, there were peenLiterary, Scientific and Classical Courses. Eight Schools. Music, Art,
Very few complaints are made of dampart of this week. Last Saturday he lations in every sale. One hogshead that
the
age by cut worms, notwithstanding
Elocution. Eight Instructors, graduates freim the best institutions
went to the warehouse and examined was reported to the seller as realizing
weather conditions were such that the
appareverything
Streat•
Hot and cold water, electric lights, baths ; tennis and croquet 'grounds acto
found
sold
He
the books
only about $22 was really
might be expected
damage
greatest
ently correct. He took a memorandum er & Bros for $12, and the other cases
cessible ; healthful ; well equipped library. Terms moderate. For catalogue or
from this source.
the
with
compare
warehouseto
hogsheads
other
of to
were similiar. The
information, address,
Okra.
buyer's weights, and did this last Mon- men think Major got off cheaply alAlthough there was a lack of sunshine
day and Tuesday. He found discrep- though great sympathy is expressed for
President.
and moisture during May the oat crop
ancies to the extent of forty pounds in his family and his employee.
improvement from 75 May 1st
each hogshead.
The Major Warehouse has been as- shows an
Ibis condition of affairs was repre- eneerl for a long time of cutting fees in to 142 on the date of this report. The
69.
sented to the President of the Exchange order to get tobacco to sell. The inves- condition on June 1st, 1596, was
that
fiven
about
be
was
.laaLNeduesday. It
• teem;eireweehese fees may
_
time also that a seller from the Matson away and money still be made by cheatLittle was done towards setting the
cherries, 56. For May the conditions
county Dietriet earne to Louisville and .mg .in weights and returning a report to tobacco crop until the last week in May, eflect on acreage will be had front this tion with the exception of work stock,
were, for apples, 96; peaches 70; pears,
flesh
in
reduced
which is very much
expressed dissatisfaction with the sales the seller that the sale was made at a when a fair season prevailed over the this sours*.
74; and cherries, 82.
to
necessary
work
severe
the
the
realized.
that
to
requested
owing
and
actually
hogsheads
of ten
P•r:Tr REM
lower price than was
greater portion of the State. This is in
Lucks MOOR'.
get the soil in good condition for crops.
transactions be verified. Mr. Shacked- In Mr. Harrison's ten hogsheads there striking contrast with this date of 11406,
condition of pastures averages 94,
The
Commissioner of Agriculture.
demand.
in
continue
sheep
pur
not
had
and
who
had
Cattle
buyers
seller
the
all
to
the
ton went
was not one in which
when practically the entire crop had which is about what might be expected
loss
chased any of the tobacco and found in been swindled in the weight, besides been set and much of it had received considering the cool, dry weather of Hogs have suffered about the usual
The Ladies' Pictorial says: "Lord
from cholera. In McCracken county Stanley ham a good deal of reason just
every case that the weights charged to which in two cases lower prices than cultivation. Plants are mainly reported
The season has been especially
May.
of a disease now to congratulate himself on a cirthe buyer were eonederably in PECOas of were received were reported. As an ex- scarce and small, though in some coun- favorable to young grass and an excel- hogs are reported dying
hitherto unknown. Cattle are dying of cumstance of which he was humorously
those credited :to the seller. In two act record is kept of every hogshead ties, where a season is still wanting, the lent set Was secured.
reminded in the bongo of commons last
"Bloody Murrain" in Estill county.
611POS the prices were also different.
mold on the Louisville market—groaa plants are reported an getting too large
WOOL.
week—namely. That he has narrowly
PRrTT.
The Exchange was notified an 1 a and net weight, numbers, tare and to transplant. The acreage of the enescaped being crown prince of Greece
et
is
1897
estimated
of
clip
wool
emThe
dropped
this
hare
called.
to
peaches
Appl is and
meeting was at once
price—it was easy to trace
averages 68 per cent, of the
at the present moment. It is a fact that
was tire State
89 per cent. of the clip of 1896. The badly during the month. The reports
Mr. T. P. Meijer represented theMajor bezzling once the investigation
years ago the crown of Greer* was
some
acreage for 1896 Separating the "dark"
price per pound for this moron's are still very conflicting in regard to offered to and declined by the Earl of
Warehouse at the meeting, and when started.
districts, the acreage for average
'-burley"
and
Mr. Major says he has made good all the former is 66, and 412 for the latter. clip is 18 cents, a gratifying improve- them two fruits. Pears and cherries are Derby. Had be accepted it Lord Stantele accusations were made, i,e said that
for
responsibility
that have been brought againat hteplies received to special inquiries as ment on 121.4 cents, which was the price universally reported a poor crop, while ley might • now have been face to face
the
claims
he would assume
Clarksville in
aud the concert of Euper pound obtained for clip of 1896.
••he berry crop promises to be ahundent. with the Turks
the whole matter and would assume the him. He came here from
to the possible effect of violent destrucinstead of presiding over the kitobrope
condition:
any.
1894.
of
for
be
FROCK.
there
summary
Lint
should
general
rhe
obligations
heed
tion of plant beds and written demands
56; and enoommiNee of the house of common.."
Mr. J. D. Headley, who Was Mr. MaIs generally reported in good con Ii- apple, 76; peaches, 64; pears
Be made a speech, in which he said he
for•curtailment of the crop show no
the
that
night
last
said
partner,
jor's
never
end
before
man
honest
vas an

iterAll Tobacco Insure 1 unless otherwise

W. G. WHEELER

Pit-Personal attention to the Inspection of Tobacco.
Stable for teazel.

TOBACCO - WAREHOUSEMEN,

Liberal Advances on Tobacco in Store!

71`..ff- Careful attention given to sampling and
selling all Tobacco consigned to us.

R. R. Street, Between
10th & 11th.

tlanbery & Shiver,

1G

People's Warehouse

T. C. Hanbery.

We.)Z

Nelson &

Corner R. R and 11th Streets.

REHOUSE

Gordon Nelson.

"'set

ee- --essimrsawassa

MaUe Oil ENIMUMM, To bacco Commission Itercharits.

Correspondence Solicited.
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H opkinsville. Ky. p
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Street. Between 9th & 10th,
R. R.S
Near L.& N. Depot.

Wooldridge Er Chappell, Provietors.

.44 Farmilirs Ilbacco Warchousel HPKINSVILLE

R. M. Wooldridge.
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these extr riot.
courage. I sleek not
dimity pencils, but of the.se who, mamaWent/ for political power, as wives
and mothers; cud sisters and daughters,
site rid to the theusand sweet ciliate of
home.
When at last we come to calculate
the forces (but'decided the destiny of
latticed% it will be found diet the
iniglititet and grandest intinence "Al"
from In me, where the vat' cheered up
dempundency and fatigue end sorrow by
her own sympathy, arid the mother
traired be r child for lieuveu, starting
the littio feet on the path to the mireSimi city, and the sisters by their Rottlen7 es 7.7 fined the maievers of the broth W aril,(1 to throw open all its prison
o(.rse
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T. L. Metcalfe,Proi),

Paints, — Oils

Hardware,

•. MILL.

- Christian County -

Tornado & Accident Insurante!

Near L.& N.

Depot.

'Phone 89.

Jas.O.Cook Prop'r.
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marriage. Adam took the hand of thia curiosity go through the al de rt alm perfect God made her a perfect woman,
immaculate daughter of God and pro- of French novels, to see whether they to be the companion of a perfect nem
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m:sawed the oezenumy when be said. are really as bad as moralists have pro- in a
her entire nahese"
"Bone of my bone, and flesh of my nounced them. They co-rue near the ture vi rated in accord with the beauty
flesh." A furl idden tree steed in the verge of the precipice just to look off. and terg f paradise. But she rebelled
midst of that exquisite park. Eve, saun- They want to see bow far it really is against God's government, and with the
tering out one day alone, leeks up at down, but they lose their eulence while same band with which she plucked the
the tree and pea the leuntiful fruit they lock and fall into recut:dile/ea ruin, fruit she launched upon the world the
and wonders if it is sweet and wonders or, catching themselves, clamber up, crimes, the wars, the tumults that have
If it is sour, and standing there wry': bleeding and ghastly, on the rock, gib- set the universe u-wailing.
"I think I will just pet my band upon bering with curses or groaning ineffecFatal Attractions.
the fruit. It will do Lo damage to the tual prayer. By all means encourage
A terrible effset to all her attraetivetree. I will net take the fluit to cut, healthful inquisitiveness, by all means CCM Si e are not surprised when we
but I will just take it down to examine discourage ill regulated curiosity,
women naturally vulgar
flied mem
It." She examined tee fruit. She said,
nix subject also impresses me with going into transgression. We expect
"I do not think there can be any harm the fact that fruits that are sweet to the that people who live in the ditch shall
In my just breaking the rind of it." taste may afterward produce great ago- have the manners of the ditch, but how
She put the fruit to her teeth, she ny. Forbidden fruit for Eve was so sheeking when we End sin appended
tasted, she allowed Adam also to taste pleasant she invited her husband also to to sill crier education and to the refinethe fruit, the doer cf the world °puled, lake of it, but her bauishnient tram meals
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ern, and dessert, and earth, and sky join at time start, and it may induce great erine 11 of Russia only ate forth in
in one long, deep, hell rending bowl, wretchedness afterward. The cup of sin more powerful contrast her unappeasa- Clean Linen.
Satisfactory Service.
"The world is lost!"
terTitles examined and perfect-ed. Real Estate bought
is sparkling at the top, but there is ble ambition. The translations from
Call and Be Convinced.
Beasts that befere were harmless and death at the bottom. Intoxication bus the Cheek and the Latin by Elizabeth,
sold and conveyed. Loans negotiated. All kinds of iufull of play pot forth claw and sting great exhilaration for awhile, and it and her wonderful qualifications for a
surance written and real estate information given.
and tooth and tusk. Birds whet their fillips the blood, and it makes a man queen, make the more disgusting her
beak for prey. Clouds troop in the sky. see five stars where others can see only capriciousness of affeetion and her hotSharp thorns shoot up through the soft one star, and it
the poor man ness of temper. The greatness of Bygrass. Blaetinga on the leaves. All the rich, and turns cheeks which are white Totem mind makes the more alarming
are
chords of that great harmony
red as roses; but what about the dreams Byrou'm sensuulity.
snapped. Upon the brightest home this that come after, when he seems falling
Let no one think that refinement of
world ever saw our first parent' turned from great heights, or is prostrated by manner or exquisiteness of taste or sutheir back and led forth on a path of other fancied disasters, and the perspi- periority of education can in any wise
sorrow the broken hearted myriads of • ratieu stands on the forehead—the apologize for ill temper, for an oppresruined race.
night dew of everlasting darkness—and sive spirit, for unkindness, for any kind
Not Only is the
Danger of Cariosity.
he is ground under the horrible hoof of of sin. Disobedienes Godwal and transDO you Degree, in the first place, the nightmares shrieking with lips that greseion rumiward 'e.aii giW no excuse.
Largest in the South
danger of a poorly regulated inquisi- crackle with all contemning torture? Accomplishment heaven high is no apoltiveness? She wanted to know how the "Rejoice, 0 young man, in thy youth, ogy for vice bell deep.
But
fruit tasted. She found out, but 6,000 and let thy heart cheer thee in the days
My subject also impresses me with
years have deplored that nithealthful of thy youth, but know thou that for the regal influence of wornau. When I
the Best Work.
curiosity. Healthful curiosity has done all these things God will bring thee in- see Eve with this powerfnl influence
horfor
start,
art,
the
for
letters,
at
for
Sweet
great deal
to judgment."
over Adam and over the generations
science and for religion. It has gone rible at the laid. Go into that hall of that have followed, it suggests to me
down into the depths of the earth with revelry, where ungodly mirth staggers the great power all women have for Agents Wanted...
the geologist and seen the first chapter and blasphemes. Listen to the senseless good or for evil. I have no itympathy,
Where not Represented.
of Genesis written in the book of na- gabble. See the last trace of intelligence nor have you, with the hollow flatteries
Address,
ture illustrated with engraving on reek, dashed out from faces made in God's showered upon wocuan from the platIs headquarters for everyand it stood with thee antiquarian while own image. "Aba,.bat" says the roist- form and the stage. They mean nothhe blew the trumpet of resurrection ering inebriate. "This is joy for you. ing; they are accepted as nothing.
thing in the Drug line. We
over buried Herculaneum and Pompeii, Fill high your cups, my boys. I drink Woman's nobility ooteeists in the exeruntil from their sepulcher there came to my wife's misery and my children's cise of a Christian influence, and when
make a specialty of prescripup abaft and terrace and amphitheater. rags and my God's defiance." And be I see this kiwerful influence of Eve upt-km -work-, and maire---trink
heti ii1rgefftô kilovii"Mit'ibef a-ffena-sifis
on &sr husband and upon
telescopic vision of the astronomer, until In 'his hand and that adders uncoil !man rare I make up my mind that the
lowest prices. A complete
worlds hidden in the distant heavens from the dregs amid thrust their forked frail arm of woman can strike a blow
STOP
have trooped forth and have joined the tongues hissing through the froth on 'which will resound through all eternity
line of Paints, Oils and Varchoir praising the Lord; planet weighed the rim. The Philistines jeered and down among the dungeons or up among
nishes always on hand.
against planet and wildest comet has- laughed and shouted at Samson. Oh, tbe thrones.
Nweet Home.
awed with resplendent law. Healthful they wanted him to make 'pork for
Country doctors 'would do
curiosity has gone down and found the them. and he made sport for them. How
Of course I am not speaking of repto let us make them
well
tracks of the eternal God in the polypi bright and gay WWI the scene for lit- resentative women—of Eve, who ruined
and the starfish under the sea and the tle while. After awhile the giant puts the race by one fruit picking; of Jael,
prices.
majesty of the great Jehovah encamped one hand against this pillar and the who drove a spike through the head of
under the gorgeous curtains of the dab- other hand against that pillar and bows Sitters, the warrior.; of Esther, who
ha It has studied the spots on the sun, himself, and 8,000 merrymakers are overcame royalty; of Abigail, who stopthe larva in a beech leaf, and the mashed like grapes in a wine press. ped host by her own beautiful prow light under a firefly's wing, and the Sin rapturous at the start, awful at the cos; of Mary, who nursed the world's
terrible eye glance of a condor pitching lame
Saviour; of Grandmother Lois, immor
A Great Tranacra.wlen.
from Chimborazo. It has studied the
talked in her grandson Timothy; if
myriads of animalenhe that intake up
That one Melee tranagremsion did not Charlotte Corday, who drove the dagthe phosphoreecence in a ship's wake Pe4121 to be much. but it struck a blow ger through the heart of the assassin of
and the mighty seraze of Nuns and spheres which to this day makee the earth stag- her lover, or of Marie Antoinette, who
and oonatellations and galaxies that ger. To find out the consequence's of by one lock from the balcony of her
blaze on in the march of God. Ilealtle that one ern you would have to compel castle Quieted a mob. her own scaffold
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Victim of Vertigo

John C. Carey, Who moved here from
Princeton two weeks ago, was found in
an unconscious eondition in the lumber
yard on Fourteenth and Railroad streets
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and animation
It creates solid, healthy flesh and natural of disease except by one of two •ays.
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whole physique with the irresistible natural of the kidneys. The other is front caremagnetism of perfect health.
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you for the "advice which you vo kindly gave ale is situated back of and very close to the
while taking your medicines."
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hest, At druggists fifty cents and one
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did pamphlet both sent free by mail.
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OFFICE over T. M. Jones,
dress to Dr. Kilnier & Co., Bingh mton
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N. Y. The proprietors of this paper
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m.
guarantee the genuineness of this offer.
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season has begun with flattering prosOffice over Richard and Co's. store, pects of unusually success. The a tendMain St.
once has been highly encouragin and
is steadily increasing. The propr etors,
Messrs. Goodwin & Poole. extend la cordial invitation to the invalid in eirareh
of health, the business man who seeks
temporary rest from the labors of is ofOFFICE: Old Bank Building, outwit fice and the young people who deiire a
6th and Main Ste.
few weeks of pleasure and recrePtion.
The water is better than ever befokeand
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Frolik Whitlow. the fourteen-year olti!
soil of Mr. F. M Whitlow, of the Casky

are several days apart. To shcrten the time
and lighten the journey between, is to bless womankind who are all looking for the best bridge over;
and this is tl:c mission of Clairette Soap. It has
long been used by thousands of thoughtful women
who believe in saving themselves unnecessary labor.

I CLAItiET L' SOAP

is made to wash w'th, and it washes just right. It
readily, rinses easily, cleans perfectly.
Snowy, sweet and uninjured clothes follow in the
train of CLAIRETTE.
We ask for it an introduction next Monday morning. Sold everywhere.
MAUI ONLY nY

Mr. O'Brien, the well-known coal
dealer, has purchased of Mr.MiltonGaiit
the hems, anti let situated on the corner
of Sevei th had Railread streets. The
hone- is now occupied by Mr. Newinau,
the L. & N emiductor.
-Thousands of persons use Sather.
anos Eagle Eye Salve who never did
have Fiore eyes. It strengthens weak
eyes-makes the vision clear and distect. It is nice and couveuieut to use.
You need it. Try it.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,St. Louis,

lure a Leader in the French Eversole War,
Large PRekAre of the world's hem cleanser
for u oirkel. St Illreater Poi
Ili 4 Iftitilitt
114•1.440.. All
Mode lolily iy
Title N. K FAIRRANK COMPANY,
st. Lou New s-ott. Huston, I'Lllaale1011111.

THIS MAY LEAD TO MUCH MORE TROUBLE

SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Middlesboro, Ky , June 14.-1 :45 pan.
-Near Big Slone pap this morning
t mere was a fatal eniketinter between of-

C. H LAYNE,
mvciY, FEED

leers and a leadS iu the notorious
French-I.:via-4okt rival'
Bob Clark, a DepPty Constable, aycompanying Conetable liallender, attempted to arrest
Polly, who is
"celebrated" as a leader ia t he notorious
French-Evervole war that disgraced
Kentucky for so many years and which
everybody sincerely hopes has at last
conic to an end, and in doing so he found
it uecessary to shoot- and kill Polly,who,

2ild s11 S (1i1q.
forner Vitinia and So entli Streets.
llopkinsville, lientucky.

Rigs i!iirnished day or night

however, before he died grappled with -- - --Constable. Ballende r arid stabbed him to JNO. B. CASTLENIAN.
death. Polly, who was .holding Bahleimder while he stabbed the life out of him,
turned him loose and let him fall when

lie was satisfied that he had killed him,
and then whirling around he drew his
pistol from the bosom of his shirt and
shot and instantly killed Frank Riggs,
another Deputy Constable, and then

Goes Him One Better.

reeled in his tracks, fell and expir.4 in
a few moments, trying all the while to

Sometime ago a Christian county man
:tied hits fade r for damoges alleging
slander. Now a Hoosit r y outh, Ed C.
Henning, of I'annelton, goes the Kentueky unaji one better and sues a pretty
you rig ft male agent for tele tea on a
-.barge of slander.

lnsurn

A.0 LANOHAM.

BRECRENRTDOE CASTLES

OYAL
Cmpary

cf Liverpool.

(INCOKPORATED.

BA ILE &

STLEMAN, Managers Soutiurn Ikrirtm nt•

(' Zambia Badding% Lou,isville.

raise up on his elbow and get a shot at Does the largest usinege in Kentucky and largest in the Southern State*
the larger; in the world. JAberal and Progressive in
Bob Clark, who had given him his
death wound. It is feared that the
killing of Polly may lead to a renewal
of the French-Eversole war, though

slat
-

aissagsmssta.
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO..- Local Agents,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

both

Evil after tars-eta never follow the ,iif Dr. Bell's Peppt run tit Chill Tonic. It
-s a ph agent liver laxetive. It makes
-nil, reit blend. It make.' stout, setter,
'one. It makes tbah. It 'Dittos r sy
•,..ette. Al! ef this ennt• chills so ilit
stay cured. Dealers guarantee itHardwick.
Sold by R

factious have been pity well

killed off.
Don't Tobacco Sp!t, and Smoke Your
Life4way.
If you want to quit tobareo tieing eas
ily and forever, be nettle well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bac, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 5(kor $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.

"Owney" Killed Again.
Maybe .11.,eney" is not a dog but a
eat and has all of the proverbial nine
lives attributed to the latter. A special
dispatch front Toledo reports that "Ow
noy•' the postal tramp deg, was shot
and killed there yesterday by I:ostutaster prated. Owney had acted rigley and
bin( n r o:•tal a (lei k severely. His &kit,
will be mounted and sent to the "Dead letter Office Museum."

Two Lives Saceliced While Aitrrepting to Car-

These
Two Baskets

HIS Purchase.

potash.

.7111410...
-SS..11r:C."\Q`rbe.

SHOOTS WHILE DYINC.

TERRIBLE At DENT.-It IS a terrible
IteciOviit to be' tinniest or scalded; but
the pain agony and the frightful diefigurrnients eau t.t. fitnekly overCOMF.
se it-hunt leaving a sear by using Di'.
itt's Witch Hazel Salve. R. C. Hardick.

All others are founded oil mercury and

SOMETHING NEW

as in swimming atal
diving around came in contact

auoiiyuu S.

Purely Vegetable.

Officer Kills Desperado, who
Kills Two Officers.

four lei

Catarrh is s,ei'uply one of the with a barbed wire that was stretehed
most complicated of ailments, and
one which the doctors are absolutely aeress the creek just under the water.
unable to cure. The reasons .:for The Loy strut k the wire with considerthis are easily explaitted. Catarrh is
a blood disease. and only a blood able fore,' aid as a result his throat was
varnin3
remedy can entxt it. 1
!cut almost Boni ear to ear. He bled
sprays, douches and wa -dies which
are employed as a local treatment, prot ustey am! the I oys w ho were wUlt
may, for a time. alleviate the hirn were scared alutoet out of their
trouble, but no one ever knew of
such treatment producing a elite. wits, as they feared-aad not without
They can not reach the seat of the diswould late.d
ease, as the experience of many good reason-that Frank
sufferers will prove; nothing can do to di ath before they could find a physiso except a real blood remedy.
In the\treatment of Catarrh, S. S. eMil. A physician was procured as
S. has de. onatrated the tact that it soon Its possible and when he arrived he
fedi IIC:4 dsi •p-seated diseases, which
found the jejune' boy very weak from
other rv-unei s can not touch.
Parr, the leading wall loss of blood. He sewed up alai dnssed
Mr. Chat,
paper dealer., f Athens, tia , writes:
"For menthe I sti tiered from a severe the wound as soon as the petient heti
case of cataroln The inauy olfeurive been put under the ieffueuce of

MR. Cilia. A. PARR.
symptoms were accompanied by
severe pains in the head. I took several kinds of medicines recommended
for catarrh, and used various local applications, but the disease had become
SO deep-seated that they had no effect
whatever. I was alarmed at my condition, as I knew this disease invariably descended to the lungs. ending
in consumption. I was induced to take
S. S. S.(Swift's Specific), and after two
months I was perfectly well, and
have never felt any effects of the
disease since."
S. S. S. is the only blood remedy
which it is impossible to imitate. There
is a substitute for most of them, for
they are all alike-contain the saute
ingredients. and are made in the same
manner. _But there is no substitute
for S. S. S.. as it is in every way different from every other blood remedy
offered to the public. It is nature's own
remedy, being made from roots and
herbs gathered from the forests, end
contains not a particle of mercury,
potash or other drug. It is not a drug.
store remedy, and not a single ingredient can be obtained from a chemist's
-shop. S. S. S.(Swift's Specific) is the
only blood remedy which is guaranteed to be

A FATAL RENCOUNTER. I

CANNIIVOININICASIPINIMMINOINS

A very serious aecideut oceurreil Son-

Professional (Lards.
WILLIAM B. NEELY,
Attorney-At-Law.
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His Throat Cut.

ememewOltolts0A1

Hogsett Military Academy
• DANVILLE.KENTUCKY.
Chartered. Fift4nth year. Scholarship. in the leading colleges. The idea of the Zlikei
an
anger. nwral aamid eor/
t training tuna! development. Discipline Is arm bet 1204 ham'.
boys taken. Separate building for small hors. Faculty wrierted for Veining and !madam
Conartandant is an Meer of the 4th Cavalry, I.. S. A. resigni
Experiente
•
buy lu the Modem, its, and form good hahits of thought and action, that a goodteaebrs,
stan
nogg_
Kentucky boys trai
here fig 1110.1e.lte COCA. 11111Silltb.• mrau,iug, etudept,eider hest(X)
Mi
liOil
West Point and Annapolis. Address.
WILLIAM DICESOM.

TOR UCO WAREVOUSES,
Ship Your Tobacco u

Deep-seated and obstinate blood
LAWLESSNESS.
troubles, such as Cancer, Scrofula.,
Catarrh, Rheumatism. Eczema. Con[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
tagious Blood Poison. etc., which othMunfordsville, Ky , June 12.-liner remedies do not reach, yield readily
to the curative powers of S. S. S.
know
persons have been going over this,
W. B. Johnson, Newark. 0 , says.
Books on blood and skin eiseases
will be mailed free to any a!dream, -One Minute Cough Cure saved my on- Has opened a branch of his Veterinary Hospital and Hart,county at nights, reeently,destroyly child front dying by croup " It has
bwilt Spe,citie Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Office with Joe MeCarrolL
ing tobacco plant beds and leaving notes
saved thousands of others suffering from horse-shoeing shop on Eighth St., opposite W. T.
Uhrisagainst
All bonds outstanding
Toup, pneumonia. bionchitim end ether Bonte's carriage shop, Hopkinsville, Ky., where he is warning fanners that they will not alHOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
tian county, Kentucky, anti which said
serious throat and lung troubles. R. C.
low anybody to plant more than half a
now ready to serve the public.
bonds are of date July 1, 11•167, tw duo
Ilardwick.
Hunter Wood.
Hunter Wood, Tr and payable July 1st, 1897, are Hereby
crop of tobacco this year because the
ialled in- for payment and conclation
It is a great pity that some of the raidforeign marke-ts already have big supsod all interest on same will be s pped
••rs who bun, bridges and toil-gate keepsecret
health.
oflie
The
-plth
and discontinued on and after thil said
plies and only by curtailing the next
Mercer county call not be who have been
Let day of July 1897. Holders and ownin his employ for years shoe anything crop or two can the farmer,' ever hope
to divest an.I assim -rie hours s inhung,
Moe in Hopper Blonk, up Kano ove erssof said bonds are ordered and direct- the power
•'aught and
as it would do much
race horse to a mule,
Planters Bank
ed to present said bond to theCityp:wk, date a proper -;tianity of food toward putting An end to such &striaeto get good prices for tobacco. Many
HOPKINSVILLE • - KENTUCKY. of'Hopkinsville, Ky., for paymeat on
•ion
of
property.
whedone
be
nev.:r
This
ciin
farmers
are guarding their plants day
the said lit day of July Ih97. Do4e by
order of the Christian County 'iseal lie liver doc
and
night.
it's
pact
s
not
.
The eagle, the king of all birds, is
Court, this the 10th day of Apnl, S97.
noted for ita keen sight, clear and disor monthly contracts,
Everybody Say So.
J..no. W. Br thitt,
W. G. WHEELER
W. H. FAxos.
Convote4May1111,71894
tinct vision. So are those persons who
Doyou
Geo.
Caacarets
Candy Cathartic, the most
use
Sutherland's
Eagle
Eye
Salve
for
mourn 1101711D.
M.eBr
Yte
lirIgrer.
ennimasi°ners
Thomas
H. M
G
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
Tiffs Livcr ITis are an ;',1.,so well( eyes, styes, sure eyes of any kind
I Otho H. And rev
No. 1 daily No. 3 daily
or granulated lids. Sold by all dealers
pleasant and refrrhing to the taste, act
Idv. Evansville 6 :16 a. n,
410 p. m.
dyS
.r01'.;;-'1"
Sold by it. C. Hardwick.
How would Mr. Bailey, of Tt k , suit
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
Lv. Henderson 7 :Cd "
003 "
.0.
. Lv. Corydon
and bowels, cleansing the entire system.
7:23"
as a running mate for Bryan in 11;00? pepsia, sour ston-qch.
:r1 "
Murders thtse days are in a majority
Lv. Morganfield 7:65"
5.13
The party must not make a ?vista anti constipation, v.,'
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, habCies
!
of
.-er,
instances
followed
by
suicide.
That
Lv. DeKoven
8:27"
6:87 "
AND
itual constipation
get another (lead weight like Arthur
and biliousness.
is well, as it saves the State the expense
Lv. Marion
9:21"
7:86
Sewall, the high protectionist an$ na- jaundice, biliou, fever, bilious of haegings, but a still better plan
Please buy and try a box of 0. C. C. toLv. Princeton
10:21"
b:40 "
EteE13.433r€11
Arr. Hopkinsville 11:80 noon 9:60 p. m tional banker.
day; 10, 43, 50 cents. Sold and guarannes.; and kirldrcd diseas.2.s.
would be for the fellows eonteruplatier
1101111
FIRE-PRO F WrIREHOUSE. ('or.
teed to cure by all druggists.
murder to suicide firstand that would his
In medicine the beat only itt goal
No. 3 daily No. 4 daily
For Style, quality and low pr;ces they are not surpasscustom that few people would object
Railroad Streets.
encugh. The best gives the quickest
HIS AMBITION.
LT. Hopidneville 6:30 a. m. I :58 p.
to.
ed. Flowers, foliage, ribbons, laces, ornaments, neck
c[OPIC.1
and
without
longest
leer;
relief
any
arrive 4:00
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Princeton
6 27 "
mint
__.'9,
el.l Pep
rushing, chifons in rich profusion.
Libez al Advances on CoLaignmenta.
leave 4:48 evil after effects: Dr. R
Don't thin your blood with stiozafrait
Frankfort,
Ky., June 14 -Attorney
Tonic
does
is
mild.
not1
Chill
rack
It
Lv. Martin?:
Al Tobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
?J1•
"
6:41 'ir
poison
it
with
blue
mass;
but
aid
nieyou bones or shock your nerves. Take
Dv. DeKoven
8:27"
61'7 "
General Taylor is said to be at work for
•nre by using DeWitt's Little Early
it and seethe results-chills and nijilaris
Lv Movgannold 9:02"
7:13 "
Riser., the bottoms little pills for coosti
next Republican nomination for
sunehine
as
snow
disappear
before
the
the
Lv. Corydon
9:30"
7 :41
M. H. NELS N.
;ration._ HI ..11.411.-ft* aid sroniarli and
GORDON NELSON.
SOCTII Pa/CN D.
of sprng. The after effects are iiound
Ia. Henderson 9:53"
8:07 "
Governor,
and by way of training will
liver
troubles.
Sri'
They
purely
1
vegetafirst-ebe
,s I titiimer. I can give you trimmed
have a
bone, rich, red blood goal flesh mid no No, 5.5 Accon, dation departs Ti :::() a. m
Arv. Evanovillo 10:40"
8: "
tile. R. C. Hardw
announce as a candidate for Congress in
more chilis.
from 25c to.$15.00.
117111ONTOWN BRANCH.
6:07 a. in
" b3 Fast line
- -Sold by R. C. Hardwicil.
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ThirdLclistrict.
,1
s
the
Agriculture
NOIR= BOEHM
While
" 51 Mail
Department
is
:13 p.in
DV. Morgaidield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p. m.
Shake Into Your Shoes
Young Mr. Spreckels, who has belen in " 91 New Orleans litn. " h lb p. re striving to make an English market for
My. Unknentern 936 a. m. :40 p. m
Amen an butter--not the goat-Presithe auger business himself, does no hesAllen's Foot-Ease,. a powder for the
NORTH.
BOUM 000no!
itate to say that Havemeyer and tries 52 Chicago & St. Louis lim. it :41 a m dent 31eKuiley and his Congress are enfeet. It cures painful, swollen, smart
lir. Usdosdown 7:26 a. m. :25 p. m
deavoring to shut out all foreign goods
Me for 92 Mail .
lug feet and (5stantly takes the sting
10:31 a. ni. from this country.
Arv. Mergenfield 7:50 a. m. 660 p. m are ordinary law -breakers.
Do
they
take
Mr.
whose especial benefit laws have been 54 Fa.
out of corns and bunions. It's the great,t line
9 ::43 p, re Bull for a fool?
LOCAL =MIGHT TRAMS.
made
are
basely
ungrateful
when
they
est comfort discovery of the age. Al
56
.Accommodation,
arrives
7
t40
p.
Lv. Princeton
7:16 a. in. daily.
break other laws, says the St. fouis
Arv._HopAziesville 10:90 a.
len's foot-ease makes tigh•-fittiug or
daily.
"They are dandies," said Thos. BowLv. Hogidneville 5:00 p. zo. daily.
Post-Dispatch.
•
.rts of the Crocket, Texas, Enterprise,
new shoes feel ea-;y. It is a certain cure
Personal ,attention to the inspection of Tobacco. Stable
Arr. Prineeton
17:15 p. m. daily.
while) writing about DeWitt's Little
for
sw-eating, callous and hottired, ach
B. Y.
for teams.
& P. A.
Eaily Risers. the famous little pills for
It has been discovered that eye 4ilves
ing feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all
Evaneville. Ind
-lick headache and disorders of the stout
and waters containing sugar of ,lead
druggists and shoe stores. By mail for
aril and liver. R. C. Hardwick.
often produce lead poison- fatal to tight
23c in stamps. Trial package free. Ad- T. C. HANBERYI
if not to life: You run a great wilt in
F. N. SERVIS
As the special train taking President
using such preparations. To effect ally
dress, Allen S. Ohnste it Le Roy, N. Y.
With
latest
the
novelties
in
at
hats
and
and
bonnets
and speedily and permanently coril sore
McKinley to the ,,Tennessee Exposition
eyes, granulated lids set- styes wi out
A PlAiiitOW ESCAPE.
passed through Virginia tle•re were re- prices to suit the hard tittles.
the possibility of evil after effectal use
peated
calls
[SPECIAL
for
Mark
TO NEW ERA]
Also
Hanna
a
The
full
Virline
of
corsets,
hosiery
and
gloves.
Sutherland's
eagle eye salve.
Extracted without pain for
gii•ia patriots doubtless wanted pie and Weckmen brands and Armstrong's silk and striped linens,
Sold by R. C. liardwic
New York,June 14 -An attempt was
50 cents with vitalized air.
thought that they knew the proper man
made to assassinate President Felix
etc., etc. Give us a call. Remember the place,
As soon at the Southern Senloors
rn call for.
FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
Faure, of the FrenchReptiblic, at Paris,
were offered a very small slice ofi the
Teeth inserted without
Sntherlsed Eagle E3 ti Salve is new
says a cablegram from that city. A
swag to be acquired by the robber ariff
ELY'S CREAM HALM is a pe•itivi.eure.
plate.
F
tail five of them changed their n inds Apply into the nostrils. It IA (pit kly ato.nrhed. 60 and original in style of pieiraue anti
bomb was exploded under his carriage
medical
qualitiee It is perfectly harmat Dru_Ifists or by msil aamp'es loc, by mail,
about a protective tariff being so Cr tire- Cents
SLY BROTHERS, 56 Warreu Eq... New Tork Cite less, contaitin tin lt
while he was on his way to Long
alai is a ituaratiKMr Caret 1 alto stint) given to sampling and etllirg all tot aceo conly wrong. Those gentlemen shou be
t..ed cure for granulated lids, sore eyes
signed to us. Li eral adbancts on tobacco in store. All tobacco inennd unChamps.
A
man
minted
Gullet
has
been
Natural teeth made as good allowed to stay at home when the t rms
or styes.
less otherwise ins rin'ted.
Wild by R. C. Hardwick.
arrested.
as new. Crown and bridge they are now serving shall have co e tO
PAR
HAIR BALSAM
work a specialty. All an end.
Be Convinced.
The Itspublieana are pursuing a poliCleaners ....I lean:11u the hale.
NAT GAITII ;11.
-:JAMES WEST,
ft Int...rest
'work guaranteed at
On receipt of ten centa, cash or
✓ et*? Y,5to Rsitorn Gray cy of silent's. on the tariff robbery
flair to its 1 on,ar..,
To cure a chill: When the lips blegin
CtIlis seal. ••••or. t, r Color.
scheme. They do not attempt to destamps, a generous sample will be mailto quiver and turn blue, and before the
•..ds; • nt
't•
fend it. "Addition, division and silence"
ed of the most popular Catarrh and Hay
first chilly shivering sensation c mek ea
on take a full dase of Dr. Bell's epis an old political motto, the value of
Fever Cure (Ely's Cream Balm I anthem.
TOnto. t
I' .04. which they readily recognize.
permint Chill Tonic. It is stimula aig. l're
emit to demonstrate its great merit. Full
WeakPitekleehtEktre'eT
Lamp, ve...z.v, It
a. 11.
It warms the blood. It promotes tin cirSummers Building, culation
oi,lr mre cure for Corn,
NVERcORftS.
size 50c.
of the blood. It will pre rent
wawa tee el Wifti.:Ata• we 11.1-A41AL•I.2.1.
Not only pies of the very worst kind
Now Open For The Season.
ELY BROTHERS,
the chill nine times in ten.' It is
arcan
be cured by DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Hopkinsville, Ky. anteed to prevent the chill ten times in
36 Warren St.', New iork City.
Salve, but eezerna, scalds,burns, bruises,
GOODWIN & POOL, - PROPRIETORS.
ten if taken four hours beforeehill Line.
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking
boils, ulcers and all other skin troubles
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
can be instantly relieved by the same
This fomons health and pleasure resort is situated on the 0. V. Railroad, 16 and to a great extent toms of hearing.
joimatmenvis,
•
remedy.
C. Hardwick.
miles front Hopkinsville arid 14 miles from Princeton.
By the use of Ely's Cream Balm dropThe country is anxious to see ow
Liberal adva ces made on Tobacco. Your months storage Fl eø.
The hotel aceommodations are unsurpaesed! Sulphur and Chalybeate Waping
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Mark Hanna is going to try to fool the
Mr. Bryan, in his visit to Canada, ters, the medicinal properties of which are unequalled anywhere, How from bold
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greatly
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cr.
people of Ohio during the approac ing
must have learned of the great number and never-failing springs. l'ine Italian Band always mu band. Courteous atRoot beer
of business failures and the frightful in- tention and efficient service assured. For rates aud further information write to Davidson, Att'y at Law, Monmouth,
e impaign. The present deplortibl
:R. M. Woot.n ttn(;p:.
JNO. J. CHAPPELL.
stands be- %
-dustrial depression that have accomnancial condition of the misses of hie
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panied the gold standard in the Dominhas opened their eyes and they will not
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fects of the heat.
thence to place in Republic-an prongis es
some for thirty years have sufferer' from
To our,a uoio Mune Day.
of prosperity.
piles and then have been quickly and
Old
permaneutly cured by using DeWitt's
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Witch Hazel Salve, the great remedy
Rheumatism Cured In• Day.
All druggists refund the money if it
Of Newark, New Jersey.
for piles and all forms of skin diseases.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism Sind
Farmer's Warehouse, Railroad St.Bt. 9th & 10th
fails to cure. 25e. For sale by L. L.
It. C. Hardwick.
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 ditys.
K.
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Wyly.
and C.
Its action upon the sysfem is remark ble
It is said that a man is known
Everything in the contract.
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Without Relief, Then Is No Pay I emit warehouse. M
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A. P. CROCKETT.
Attorney - at -. Law.
Call for Christian County Bonds.

11:11r. 9r.

PROPRIETORS

Secret of Beauty

BUNTER WOOD & SOS.
Attorneys-At-Law.

BAgailLli (OMR& CO

-taari.ton.

Main it. Warebouse
Elm St. Warehouse.

Skilled Mechanics,

T

Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
They ill work tr) your interest in sectuing
the high.. t market price.

from a

NEW SHOES 25c EACH.

0. V. By. Time Table.

TERM:-Cash

know this

Wheeler, Mills & Co.

THE i PALACE

Tutt's Livei. Pills

Tobacco aahouseifieil, CcudsisiotMerchants,

For STYLISH rrilLLIIVERY,
PATTERN VATS and BONNETS.

rii

Russellville-and

8 ILIA',

L.& N. Time Table.

KENTUCKY.

Hook osviiie Warehouse
Cor. Railroad & llth Sts.

Are
STILL IN THE LEAD

,C4:40.1111.
•-'••;1411 63koa,-

NE LS X & NELSON,PROPR.S.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.

AT THE LtADE.R.

Tever

A

-

I can save gou 15 to 25 Fr Ct. On your spriug hat

Wirs.Ada Layne.

Teeth. Teeth.

-

FEPLE'WAIILEOUM,

ad,

HA BERY & SHRYER,Prop'rs,
Fai:roai !Ire 8f-tween Ti r.th
ard 1( v

The Leader,

Old aid Broken Down

105 Main St.

flopk;rsville,

•

Mme. Levy,

KeR'S

Baltimort Deotal Parlors,

ERULEAN

I'.,':

ra.

SPRINGS

GAITHER & WEST,

Tolmo hilliMll

Hopkineville, By-1

Lis&Mho

Fire and Life
I nsuranee Agents.

GOODWIN & POOL, - CERULEAN SPRINGS, KY.

Mutual Benefit Life

illIRES
Rootbeer

See their new contract.

rob4cco Ccninion Erchant:,

ANDY
ii CATHARTIC

Personal

Loan ad Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....

UL
GUARANTEED,.
ABSOLUTELY

THE

quinine

Callis & Wallace.

EXCURSION TICKETS ,t

B. H. STEIF JEWELRY COMPANY,

Illinois Gentili R.

I

TENNESSEE
CENTENIAL..
-

NASHVILLE.

,

G Y HAIR

7;0111.1.URRAY,Rtivr:r...7.-Aliftt.1

1

tention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.

Kendrick& unyon
Tobacco Warehouse

JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.

. KENDRICK,Salesman.
S.

UCKNER

,-

Tobacco Warehouse Company,

!!.

314-319 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,

FERD

Agent

Cr Exhin ii Commerce Builr.e.!::g Section 101-106.
208 ar.0, 210 Laion Jt., Nashville.
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